









PPR   values   retrieved   from   different   sensors   data 
(MERIS,  MODIS,   SeaWiFS)   are   taken   into   account. 
The   impact   of   factors,   driving   primary   production 
change   in   the  Arctic   is   estimated  by   comparing  PPR 
values to sea ice,  wind speed, sea surface temperature 
(SST),   chlorophyll­a   (CHL)   and   Photosynthetically 
Active Radiation (PAR) satellite data.    Results will  be 










To   study   this   in  more   detail  we  want   to   investigate   the 
interaction  between   the  changing   sea   ice   coverage,  other 
physical   parameters   (e.g.   sea   surface   temperature,   wind 
field/ocean   currents)   and  phytoplankton   biomass   and 




for   every  month   of   the   years   2002­2007,  were   obtained 
using the Vertically Generalized Primary production Model 
by     Behrenfeld   and   Falkowski(1997)   (VGPM).     The 
standard VGPM primary production dataset of Oregon State 




sensor  MERIS on ENVISAT.    Additional  CHL and PPR 
data was taken from     GlobColour web­site, the European 
service   for   ocean   color   data.   GlobColour   primary 
production,   as   compared   to   the   standard   VGPM   PPR 
dataset, should give more reliable results since it is based on 
the   3­sensor   merged   MERIS­MODIS­SeaWiFS 









To   investigate   the   various   factors   influencing   primary 
production   variability   in   the  Arctic,   data   of   sea   surface 
temperature   (MODIS),  wind   speed   (ECMWF  reanalysis 
data),   sea   ice   cover   (PHAROS  group   of   University   of 
Bremen),   chlorophyll­a   (merged   GlobColour   MERIS­
MODIS­SeaWiFS)   and   PAR   (SeaWiFS)   were   used   to 
produce   maps with the same time averaging as PPR maps 











parameters   that   depend   on   the   vertical   structure   of   the 
waters and strongly vary regionally (such as zeu  – depth of 













patchiness   in   the   satellite   data   will   be   assessed   and 
compared  with   the   range   in  model   data   at   all   available 
resolutions. 
3. VALIDATION OF RESULTS .
The   available   in   situ   primary   production   data   from   the 
Arctic are not enough for judging the   quality of our PPR 
estimates.  
Therefore,   results   will   be   validated   by   the   primary 
production   modeled   from   available   bio­optical   and 
oceanographic in­situ data.  For this purpose we plan to use 
the same model as in the case of satellite data (VGPM) and 
input   in   situ   data   from   AWI,   PANGAEA   and   NASA 
SeaBASS archives.   However, it is a challenge to find all 







University  VGPM)   and   present­day   (GlobColour  merged 
MERIS­MODIS­SeaWiFS)   primary   production   datasets. 
The influence of oceanographic and bio­optical factors on 
primary  production  variability  was   studied  by  comparing 
PPR   datasets   to   the   ones   of   sea   surface   temperature 
(MODIS),  wind speed  (ECMWF  reanalysis  data),   sea   ice 
cover   (PHAROS  group   of   University   of   Bremen), 
chlorophyll­a   (merged   GlobColour   MERIS­MODIS­
SeaWiFS) and PAR (SeaWiFS).  Results were compared to 
Arrigo et  al.  (2008) and Pabi et al.  (2008) which refer to 
similar subject.
Our future plans are to use in­situ datasets in order to not 
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